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 INDIA  OF MY DREAMS

Humanitarian, Humanitarianism, 13,
132, 255, 260
Humanity, 13, 14, 17, 30, 56
Humility, 15, 63, 304, 311
Hygiene,   141,   154,   155,   166, 250;
rural, 88, 139, 150, 292
IDEAL, 79
Ideal society, 80
Ideologies, foreign, 29
Idol, Idolatry, 258, 305
Illiteracy, 95, 193
Imperialism, 13, 18, 293
Independence, 7, 10, 71, 78, 99, 209,
269, 274, 277, 290, 297
India, has a distinct mission for all
the world, 3, 4, 23, 14; she will
work for establishment of a real
world order based on freedom
and democracy, 17; she is try-
ing to evolve democracy without
violence, 18, 23; communism of
Russian type would be repug-
nant to her, 27; industrialism
of Western type is unsuited to
her, 29, 31; class war is foreign
to her essential genius, 33, 34;
she is today a land of starving
millions, 47, 48, 53; Swaraj
achieved by violence would be a
menace to the world and her-
self, 65; she will have to decentra-
lize many things if she is to evolve
along non-violent lines, 72; she
needs not concentration of wealth
in a few hands, but its distribu-
tion among her lakhs of villages,
76; she can defy the might of an
unjust world by non-violence,
77; a State without government
can come into existence only in
—, 80; nothing but catastrophe
for her can come from violent
 methods, 84; she is to be found
not in her few cities, but in her
7300,000 villages,  91; her every
village   should   aspire   to   be a
republic, 100; if the village peri-
shes,   she  will  perish  too,   104;
hand-spinning   and   hand-weav-
ing will make largest contribution
to    her    economic    and    moral
regeneration,   113;  she  has sur-
vived   every  shock  hitherto  be-
cause of her village Panchayats,
121;  she  cannot live for others
before  she  can  live  for herself,
123; if she is pulsating with new
life, there would be no uncared
for leper or beggar in the country,
160; the sooner untouchability is
ended  the  better  for  her,  252;
under     independence   of   non-
violent type there will be crime,
but   no   criminals,   265;   under
independence she  cannot afford
to have communal representation,
269; her independence will lose
its   meaning   if   provinces   look
upon    themselves    as    separate,
sovereign  units,   270,   274,  275,
276; she cannot tolerate foreign-
ers who want safeguards for their
rights, 278; Goa and other for-
eign settlements cannot be allowed
to  exist  as  separate  entities in
free-—, 298; through her deliver-
ance will  come  the  deliverance
of   other   races   from   Western
exploitation, 299; if she reaches
her   destiny   through  truth  and
non-violence she will have made
no  small  contribution  to world
peace, 300, 301; if she fails, Asia
dies, 302

